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the compressor will have a warmer, richer sound when the ratio is set to 4-7, and a more transparent, modern sound with a ratio of 10-15. all settings can be changed to the desired sound. the threshold can be set from -15 to +15 and holds the gain reduction until the input signal drops below the threshold. the softer the ratio, the more of
the upper midrange, mid range and low midrange will be cut. the slate digital virtual buss compressors vst is based on the red-faced compressor. great emphasis has been made in recreating unique non-linearities of the curcuit paths that provides each compressor its distinct tone which includes transformers, tubes, amplifiers, phase

distortions, harmonic distortions and timing. every compressor in this suite is modelled on various different classic analog compressors, each with various different sonic characteristics. these modelled plugins were not based on the specific compression topology of their analog predecessors with regard to timing and compression curves. all
in all slate digital virtual buss compressors vst is an impressive application of three unique sounding dynamic processors modeled from most classic mix buss compressors in audio industry. you can also download softplug adventus vst. so you have your custom-made eq with infinity eq. in addition, slate digital m / s universal packhas been
designed to give you complete control of the m / s ratio of the complete chain.. the user interface is designed in a way to make it easy for you to adjust the m / s ratio of each channel, each sub, and each effects chain. from a visual standpoint, you can use the interface to isolate the mids to be boosted, the lows to be lowered, the highs to

be amplified, or all of the above, all without moving your mouse. this provides a very convenient way to fine-tune your mix.
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vst or au plug-ins is available for download. the plug-in is compatible with all daws. you can use
these buss compressors in any daw and it will produce the same sound. these buss compressors
are not dsp based plug-ins, but plug-ins based on vst and au. they are the exact same sound but
the only difference is the type of plug-in. this is a true sonic reproduction of the classic and very

popular tube compressor. very fast and with the full dynamic compression of the tube. it creates a
very tight, hi-gain sound. the compressor has an excellent low-end response and a great high-end

response. the attack is fast with a true knee. it has a very smooth and user friendly gui. the
compressor is easy to configure. the digital rectifier and the red-faced compressor are the parents

of the slate digital virtual buss compressor. the digital rectifier is a high quality emulation of a
valve based compressor with a unique sound and sophisticated controls and slate digital virtual
buss compressor vst gives you the opportunity to add this sound to your mixdowns.. slate digital

virtual buss compressor vst is modeled on the most classic mix buss compressors in audio
industry. they were not based on the specific compression topology of their analog predecessors

with regard to timing and compression curves. all in all slate digital virtual buss compressors vst is
an impressive application of three unique sounding dynamic processors modeled from most classic

mix buss compressors in audio industry. you can also download softplug adventus vst. we have
designed this compressor to bring the warmth of a tube amplifier into your mixdown. this is a tube
emulation with an inspiring tube sound that creates a nice transparency and a tube-like texture in
your mixdown. it is a very low compression ratio compressor with a smooth and gentle attack, a

good ratio and an extremely good release. it also has a nice punchy sound. 5ec8ef588b
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